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Herojobana
salesman
Do the celebrities who endorse products
reflect the brand's attributes, or make sense
to consumers? Why is there a rush for
piggyback rides?

ADHUR Tari grinned as he
watched his young son
count the ads on Tv. The
deal was that if the number
of Amitabh Bachchan (AB)
ads aired exceeded six, then
Madhur would clear the

dinner table; if not, then nine-year-old
Smaran would. The winner in any case
was Madhur's wife, who had devised this
game called Kaun Banega Kaamwali.

Since Madhur lost, he began clearing the
table. Alone with the plates and bowls, his
mind questioned him: wh; are our heroes
today? When he was a child, pictures of Ram,
Krishna, Gandhi and Nehru adorned the walls;
their acts were narrated with passion by his par-
ents. For Smaran, however, you were a hero if
your picture was used to sell something. Pity, he
thought, that Smaran had learnt the word all wrong.
Media had redefined the word 'hero'. "Today we see
them with warts and all. I can like, respect and adore a
person for a facet of his, but that mad, all-encompassing
adulation is a thing of the past. Either because we have become
less sensitive, or our 'heroes' don't touch us anymore," he thought.

Madhur had been thinking a lot about heroes lately. His ad
agency had recently suggested the use of a 'big star' like AB to
promote Alkalac Paints, where he was marketing head. Madhur
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winced at the thought: it would increase his son's scores, but
would it do anything for his brand? It wasn't about overexpo-
sure of AB, it was about the question: 'how does he stand for
my brand?' Madhur's managing director (MOl had said that
the brand needed an icon of trust, dependability, and Madhur
had said: "Then why not Abdul Kalam?" That set off a discussion
with all senior managers on who is a hero, and what did their
brands need?

"Give me a hero like Gandhi, Kennedy, Martin Luther. Why
don't we have such heroes today?" asked Madhur. "Such faultless
heroes were relevant in those times," said MD Divakar. "Today's
heroes are more credible with their flaws; they are more human,
more realistic. Consumers need heroes who connect with their
daily lives."

Research head Vineeta Pardi agreed: "Today some of the icons
who endorse ads symbolise hope. People adore Sachin Ten-
dulkar because he represents a middle-class Maharashtrian boy
who made it big with sheer hard work. He makes people think: 'I
too can if I work hard'. But movie icons are different. The magic,
the mystique and the fantasy that surrounded film stars in the
1960s and 1970s is no longer there. Even in the 1980s, we saw
them in darkened rooms as heroes. Today that myth is gone, ei-
ther because these stars are too eager to be ordinary, or the con-
sumers have become too critical, and denounced their extraor-

dinariness."
CFO Bhasker Iyer felt movie stars filled a different need.
"We follow them today as style icons for hair and clothes -

not for shaping our destinies. In the 1970s, girls wanted to
marry Rajesh Khanna (RK); they wrote him letters in

blood. Today you don't see such passion for, say,
Hrithik Roshan, even if he is a craze. Have times

changed?"
Vineeta had an explanation: "The yesteryears were
magical because we were innocent. We bought
what we saw; we did not dissect it; we weren't
cynical. Magic had a place in our lives. Marrying
RK stood for all that a girl ever aspired for.
Through her dream, she got all that she
subconsciously desired: name, fame, wealth,
glory and, most importantly, a magical
love. Also, 20 years ago, marriage was the door-
way to supreme joy for a girl. But today, with
changed social norms and higher incomes,
I guess she has acquired all those things outside
of marriage."

"Good," said Madhur, "then ask yourselves
this question: why was magic a critical part of our

lives in the 1970s and 1980s?I think it was because
we were an economy of have-nets: we did dream,

but there were few ways to actualise it. What prod-
ucts did we have? What salaries did we get? So fantasy

played a role; we fantasised about what we wanted to
happen. Recall our angst with the system. We could not

bash the system in real life, so we applauded AB,the angry
young man who fought the system. Whereas today's abun-

dance and plenty has left nothing to fantasise about. That's
why dreams are not in technicolour. We can get more, buy more,
and hence the innocence of hero worship is gone."

"Go deeper," urgedVineeta, "and you will see that the genesis of
a hero lies in daily life. What do you worship? The distant, the
desired, the magical, the super human. Now examine this subtle
issue: during the days when we did not have enough products, we

did seek convenience, sophistication and finesse. But none of our
products came close to meeting any of that. This 'scarcity' worked
on our psyches, and enabled the creation of romance with a star,
which filled the gaps left by a scarce economy. This scarcity
worked in all areas - economic, political, social- and hence we
needed a hero to lead us to a situation of abundance, availability
and possibility. Which is why in the North East, Baichung Bhutia is
more of a rage than in the rest of India. He appeals to the sense of
pride of the people there: 'We too can contribute at the national
level and be appreciated'. In the context of their sense of isolation,
the fact that Bhutia is getting a wide press coverage is an affirma-
tion that they, too, have qualities that are enviable."

O
ivakar warmed up to the drift of the debate. He said: "Let
me understand this. The scarcity of appreciation and
recognition made us want people (like a Bhutia) to lead
us, through their extraordinary acts, to situations of
abundance and fulfilment? And thus a hero is created?"

Vineeta nodded: "The need for heroes, the kind of heroes, the
attribute package, the definition of 'heroic acts' - all undergoes
change from period to period, the influencers being both social
and economic."

Deep silence followed, then Divakar asked: "Do we need a hero
today? If yes, what is the kind of hero we are seeking? I think today
the quest is more personal; I am not looking for a national hero
but my guiding light."

"Why a personal guiding light?" asked sales head Gautam Bose.
"How does Sachin, even if he is a national hero, become my guid-
ing light? Is it because I see hope and ability to gain and sustain
glory in his middle-class values? OK, that makes sense, because
when several people share a guiding light, it becomes an icon as
opposed to the 'hero' of yesteryears."

Divakar clarified: "I am trying to explain to Madhur that Alka-
lac Paints needs a hero in the form of guiding light; someone
who stands for the brand. I am thus trying to bring heroes, hero-
ism and hero worship into the context of our brands. So what
would it take our brands to become hero brands? That's where I
want to get. Today most brands use icons and idols, maybe to ex-
press the brands' heroic attributes. That is why Alkalac needs a
hero through whom the consumer sees and 'hero worships' the
brand's attributes!"

Madhur knew he needed to state where his argument lay. So he
said: "We need to differentiate between heroism and achieve-
ment. The people who are most talked about today are all
achievers. Dhirubhai Ambani was, Anil and Mukesh Ambani are,
Abdul Kalam is, Shahrukh Khan is." Divakar interrupted: "OK, I
accept achievement is an issue today, but how does Shahrukh's
achievement become noteworthy?"

"Simple: the average Joe with an average face makes it big
through sheer hard work," said Vineeta. Shahrukh stands {or suc-
cess, arrival, status, power and control. Behind his make-up, he is
the archetypal average Indian like you and me with lofty dreams
and pedestrian anxieties. And in his being average lies his attain-
ability. Academic greatness is a different ball game; the average
Indian cannot pursue it. He wants money, wealth, power and
'Page Three presence'."

Divakar was delighted: "Ah!So that's it," he said. "More than
achievement, it's what achievement brings for an individual-
power, status and the like. Now tell me, is it not that people
worship status and power more than the process itself?" Madhur
agreed: "Almost always. But the process is important because it is
the link where I connect. The Shahrukh I know was not born with
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a silver spoon, but he worked his way up. He used his brains, took
advantage of opportunities to reach where he is. Hence, so can I
- it's an achievable feat."

Vineeta now raised both hands gesturing them to pause. "Wait
guys, wait," she said. "Here is a new thought. Someone just now
talked about 'Page Three presence'. Examine that very carefully
and you will come to terms with why today's hero is so real. Why
is Page Three so popular? It is because I want to be like them, I
want to be on Page Three. But not all Page Three people are
achievers, right? Many get there to rub shoulders with achievers.
So there are real achievers and there are hangers-on. The hang-
ers-on want to be real achievers, but know they can't, so they bask
in reflected glory.

"So we see two needs here: one, to achieve, and, two, to be in
the limelight. But when one realises that he cannot be an achiever,
then at least he wants to be in the limelight. And to remain in the
limelight, he keeps performing acts, any act, just to stay there.
Such a performance is effort-led as well, and we see his despera-
tion. And that desperation is so real. See?"

Vineeta's point was that people didn't actively seek heroes;
worse, they didn't even want them. She said: "We need and want
icons, each of whom stands for a facet we desire. The difference
is that in the past I fell in love with RK, the whole package: hair,
eyes, voice, clothes, style, values and so on. Today we have icons
for each facet. Thus we have allowed imperfections in 'heroes'.
We don't want them to be perfect. Sachin as a batsman has sup-
erb technique, but his voice is a let down. So what? We want
those imperfections in our heroes because we need to feel good
about ourselves. We want icons who reflect that confidence in
being imperfect!"

Divakar thought about this. "Where had we been an hour ago
and where we have reached?" he thought. But his perceptions
were clear now, as if dust had been wiped off a mirror. When we
had real heroes, we accepted them as a package, he thought.
Even their flaws were not visible because heroism itself stood
for particular things like bravery, boldness, cleverness and abil-
ity to conquer. Today either the context has changed, or we have
become more sensual and look for perfections in looks, voice,
beauty, hair style and so on, he mulled. But immediately he
chided himself: "In the past, there was no opportunity to evalu-
ate the hero from close quarters. Today, with 24-hourTV; we have
time to evaluate and criticise."

Nodding at Vineeta, he said: "You are right, the magic is not
there. It is akin to the hazy dream that a Waheeda Rehman
wove in your imagination versus what a Shilpa Shetty does
today. As long as our heroes were not accessible to the public, we
worshipped them." Madhur added for good measure: "And put

them up on our walls."
Divakar grinned saying: "Also,when I was a kid, my dad would

tell us stories of the independence struggle, rallies he attended
from college just to see Gandhi and Nehru. Today where's the
mystique? You see Sonia Gandhi up close, she is too real. Heroes
should not be so real; some mysticism is necessary for them to
remain heroes. There must be some mystery which you can
savour in your imagination. Otherwise where is the poetry? But
we are a generation of voyeurs - we want to see more, know
more. We seek information actively from the Net, media, gossip.
We have destroyed the myth ourselves."

fen after some more thought, Divakar said: "It's just the
same with brands. We have either overexposed, or overde-
scribed our brands - be it a soap or a car - to get that pant-
ing adulation. When the consumer used the brand and
called foul, or when brands were unable to draw such wor-

ship, we superimposed celebrities on the brands. It all seems so
wrong, misplaced. But here we are! Alkalac needs a celebrity!
Nothing wrong in using celebrities, but they should add a finish-
ing touch. Instead, today the whole story is the celebrity, while the
brand slinks away into a quiet corner.

"The use of celebrities confuses the brand message and then
the consumer. The ideal use of a celebrity is when she reflects the
spirit and values of a brand, otherwise she is a glorified model. To
my mind, you can do this cleverly by aligning the spirit of
the brand to the product, or by using a celebrity because it
ensures that people will notice you, and hopefully remember
what the brand is saying. Smart associations are ones where the
former-happens.'

Gautam agreed instantly: "Yes!And that happened with AB.
Kaun Banega Crorepati (KBC) and AB worked because of the fit
factor; KBCs implied proposition was 'a show that an average per-
son can come on and win'. The tone was luck and gambling, but
the high point was the use of an icon as anchor. Viewers watched
people like themselves talking to AB,being hugged by him. Those
who have been on the show said they felt like crorepatis even if
they didn't win! But the biggest outcome was that people felt en-
deared to ABagain. KBC made him accessible, human. As a result,
his human phase of movies started where he played his age on
screen. We have finally accepted a 60-year-old hero."

Divakar nodded: "We are getting there Gautam, so what does
that imply? I think there is something bigger here. It goes beyond
physical appeal; it also probably means 50-60 years is not exactly
old and shelvable; effort and hard work can revive even an aged
Alkalac. So go back to the discussion we were having earlier:

'Icons are achievers, and I like them, as they give me hope that
I too can achieve'. IfAB can do it at 60, so can I; or, gosh

I'm only 30, so I should definitely be able to do it!"
"But the paradox is that it revived AB even as
he was supposed to be reviving the brands,"

said Madhur. My question is what did he do
for the brands? All those brands are working
for him instead. I think when marketing
people select an icon to represent their
brand they have their reasons - some are
easier to see, some are not. Take Aamir Khan
and Coke; very well used, but what's the con-

nect? If Pepsi said we will use current heart-
throbs that are big with youth as we are choice

of the new generation, I can buy that. But Coke?
Coke is about refreshment and effervescence, so why
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does it need celebrities? It appears to me a bit like
the 'me-too-ism' of the toilet soaps using female
stars because Lux did."

Bhasker sat up suddenly and said: "He's
right! This 'me-too-ism' is a result of simple
warfare, not because of brand superiority or
any inherent differentiator. Thus, both Coke
and Pepsi have queered their respective
pitches through this kind of 'me-too-ism',
and the result is interchangeable images; if
you remove the product, shot one could al-
most run one for the other! They need to work
out who is the real Pepsi guy. For that, both
brands need to work out what they want to attack
and then evaluate which celebrity they should be using!
If Coke used a bubbly person like Preity Zinta, she would fit the
brand's personality!

"Instead Coke now has Aishwarya Rai doing its 2-litre bottle
ad! Coke could've used anyone, why her? How effective has she
been? What attribute of her has rubbed off on the brand? Or vice
versa? I agree with Madhur, we need to choose our celebrity care-
fully.As a consumer, am I moved by him? Does he make me laugh,
cry,what? Ifhe does not touch me, then it's not an effective ad!"

Vineeta saw new light in this. Raising both hands again, in her
characteristic style to stop the drift of the debate, she said: "Look,
be it Ash, Zinta or Aarnir, the point is we use heroes to lend attrib-
utes to the brand: cool Aamir, sexy Ash, stellar Bachchan, high-
performing Sachin. The more we hammer this in, the more I
think it is less to do with heroes and more with attributes of
excellence that individuals have; rather, it isn't heroism per se.
See what I mean?"

Divakar liked this; it fitted in with his own assessment. He said:
"Exactly. Because brands are not powerful, consumers are not
looking at them. So we try and transfuse AB's glory on them.
Which is why every brand wants to get him."

"Right!" said Vineeta. "So, AB is a sort of gold standard of ap-
proval that lends an umbrella of authenticity or pedigree to the
brand rather than specific attributes." Brightening up, Divakar
said: "Which means, consumers need heroes, and marketers try
to find these heroes and use them to sell brands."

"No," said Vineeta. "It's like this: I want to say XYZabout my
brand. But if people do not want to believe me, let me get some-
one who theywiIl believe blindly. So if I want to say Victor motor-
cycle has high performance, and it is hard to convince a priori,
then it's easier to say: 'Sachin says Victor is great and Sachin is a
high performer; therefore Victor is a high performer too'.

Agreeing, Madhur said: "So there are two things. One, my brand
has great attributes but you don't see it; two, we have a hero be-
cause we all adore him, so we let the brand ride piggyback on him.
But in all cases, do the brands really have a semblance of the hero's
greatness? For example, what has Aamir got to do with Coke, or
ABwith Alkalac?"

Vineeta said: "It depends on what aspect of the icon the brand
manager wants to hitch the brand to - the icon's functionality or
his personality. Coke has chosen to associate itself with Aamir
Khan, the trendy face of India, which is Coke's professed pers-
onality. Likewise: Santro is using Shahrukh's personality, not
his functionality, to make their uncool-Iooking car look cool.
Whereas Victor associates with the well-known functionality of
Sachin Tendulkar. A third situation is where you associate the
brand with the icon's umbrella greatness, and not the specific
functionality or personality of the icon; an example is AB.

"The last argument is woolly according to me, but then, if AB
eats Pan Parag, is it more respectable? No. On the other hand,
I think Preity Zinta for Godrej refrigerators was a disaster. Frankly,
do people want a 'cool' refrigerator? Of course, she looked pretty,
but it was useless because she couldn't do anything for the brand!
Whereas, the Whirlpool mum is clearly loveable and modern, and
comes across as a superwoman and does lend identical attributes
to and about the brand.

"In essence, all these people from Aamir Khan to Preity Zinta
are all mere celebrities who try to make brands celebrities. 'Hero'
is not the word that I would use for these people. Hero to me is
someone who has sacrificed, who has risked himself. Vikram
Bhatt of the Kargii war was a hero. Nelson Mandela is a hero;
Aung San Suu Kyi is a hero. AIl the rest from Sachin to AB are
achievers, may be superachievers. Icons are not heroes, achiev-
ers are not heroes. But does India need heroes at all? Yes, India
needs heroes to inspire people to die for their country, to risk
their all to fight terrorism. Therefore, the Red and White ciga-
rettes man is a hero, Bollywood film stars are heroes for dishum
dishum and so forth."

Divakar loved this. "What about heroes who take risks for eco-
nomic growth? Why die only on the battle front?" he asked.
"Good Lord, no!" said Vineeta half laughing, "we need achievers
and leaders for economic growth. To me it seems hero is heroic.
Do we want Jaswant Singh to be heroic? For India, life is about
doing new things, scratching the surface and mining gold or
sensible and prudent judgement. Risk-taking should be in that
context. Both achievers and heroes can be icons. But film stars
and cola ads are all about being young, hip, gorgeous and cool. So
maybe, the use of a star for AIkalac will end up being a sort of per-
sonality rub off; hence mere glamour."

Divakar and the others mused for a bit, then Madhur asked:
"Tell me, when a consumer sees an ad endorsed by a celebrity,
does he make these connections?" Vineeta replied: "Let's be hon-
est, at a rational level everyone knows it is a paid endorsement,
and there is no immediate, conscious association. But yes, at a
subliminal level, an association occurs - the attributes of one rub
off on to the other. That is why you wouldn't use a Prem Chopra to
promote ICICI Bank."

Madhur looked helpless. Cricket and movies were no doubt
great Indian pastimes, but would a movie icon work well for
Alkalac Paints? He winced as he recalled Aishwarya Rai on the
signpost of Rambhaj Auto Centre, where the spanner-wielding
Ash shot a killer glance to passers-by. So today's heroes sell
lots of stuff; but you couldn't put them up on your wall. Otherwise,
they could remind you of the spanner not bought, or the
Chyawanprash left untouched. •
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Master the art
ADRIAN TERRON
The author is senior manager (marketing communications), ACNielsen Asia Pacific.

CEREBRAL introspection about
celebrity endorsement and its
virtues or the lack of them must
use the consumer as its central
motif. However, the argument

against it uses two questions as its prem-
ise: one, does it work? Two, is it too expen-
sive an idea given the returns it delivers?
The marketing enquiry as a corollary to
this then asks: one, how will it work for my
brand? Two, what will that achieve for me
in terms of markets hare?

Despite this, we must realise that in
a culture that craves consumption, im-
buing products with the humanness of a
celebrity as an empathetic everyman
or an aspirational archetype is a camou-
flage for cold-blooded commercialism.
Common people might work, but using
celebrities placed in improbable situa-
tions like travelling in a local train is a
better bet.

The consumer landscape is pervaded by
parity products. Lending an intangible dif-
ferentiator to appeal to the consumers'
psyche, or altering a brand's perception is
effortlessly done: hire a celebrity to pro-
mote your product. No wonder then that a
pantheon of mega brands have jumped
onto the bandwagon. The ever-expanding
universe of mega-brand hopefuls is run-
ning out of mega celebrities to brandish
their products. How many brands does AB
endorse?What about Teridulkar?

The fact that a handful of celebrities are
enrobed in labels is a symptom that the en-
dorsement arena is too cluttered. Implic-
itly, hiring an overused celebrity will prob-
ably yield unsatisfactory results. Make no
mistake: the law of diminishing marginal
celebrity utility is at play no matter how
larger-than-life a celebrity may be. Of
course, defining clearly what you hope the
celebrity endorsement will achieve is the
key to managing and assessing the return
on investment. Is it merely brand aware-
ness? Stronger recall leading to brand con-
sideration? More credibility? Purchase

preference? And can these media-made
gods achieve these with one deft dialogue
in a 30-second spot?

Celebrity endorsements have inherent
flaws. Excessive information has resulted
in consumers knowing too much about
celebrities. Today's heroes have been
heckled when they commit deemed in-
discretions. Consumers are likely to as-
sume that it's the red duty-free Ferrari,
and not the economy bike, that makes
Sachin smile.

Undeniably though, some of the attrib-
utes associated with the celebrity are
passed on to the brand, reflecting either
the self- identity or aspirations of the con-
sumer - 'if wearing a brand of clothes can
make me appear like I've arrived in life,
then why go through the trouble of getting
there?' The appearance of achievement is
easier than the arduous process of attain-
ing it. Or if a motorbike is associated with a
celebrity who connotes performance, then
I needn't hunt for the reassurance required
to make the downpayment.

Does that mean celebrity endorsement
is that tool to achieve salience and brand
superstardom? Certainly not. The as-
sumed acceptance of celebrity endorse-

Hiring an overused
celebrity will probably

yield unsatisfactory
results. The law of dimin-
Ishing marginal celebrity
utility Is at play no maHer

how larger-than-life a
celebrity may be
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ment amongst an audience is the most
common advertiser fallacy - depiction
of Hema Malini's pleasure at using a
brand of detergent is unlikely to convince
a housewife that the powder understands
her plight. Congruence of the celebrity's
image with the category that the celebrity
is promoting is imperative.

Celebrities are the conduits that con-
vey your advertising message. Far too
much depends on the ability to mesh the
celebrities' traits with the products' posi-
tioning and the consumers' ability to ac-
cept it as a reflection of their self-image
and aspirations.

Perhaps consumers are merely looking
to be entertained during the commercial
break as a compensation for interrupting
their favourite programme. The resound-
ing success of Aamir Khan's antics in a
cola ad can be seen in the colloquial
catchphrases that have become a part of
everyday life because of the way the com-
munication entertained consumers. The
series of characters the ad campaign cre-
ated denoted 'cool' without any pompous
movie star pretensions. More impor-
tantly, they did not depend on the over-
used imagery of the celebrity as an icon
and achiever which an average Joe may
want to be.

At the end of all that ad spend, celeb-
rity endorsement is a technique. Mas-
tering the technique may also be achiev-
ed by creating a mythical mascot that
can be owned uniquely by a brand, and
convey everything a marketer would
want to. Good examples are the cherubic
girl that Amul has been using since years,
the moustached maharaja of Air-India
and the omnipresent little dog from the
Hutch campaign.

In a world where better return on in-
vestments also means better advertising,
marketers would probably do well to stop
asking themselves 'Does this work?' and
start asking themselves: 'What would
work better?' _



Talk directly
ADiP PURl
The author is national planning director at Saatchi & Saatchi. His current job is part of an ongoing
quest to decipher the consumer.

M
ADHUR usually took a walk at
the beach to clear his head, but
today he just sat and watched the
waves roll in. Should he sign up
AB for Alkalac Paints, or should

he use the new kid on the block, Hrithik
Roshan, or...?

Who should decide whether AB is per-
fect to endorse Alkalac Paints?

Not Madhur, not Divakar and not even
Vineeta should. It is the consumer who
should decide.

Consumers would tell him what's on
their mind: how they buy paints, why they
buy paints, and, more importantly, how
they choose one paint over the other, espe-
cially when they all seem to be the same.

That brought him to the next juncture.
AIe all consumers the same and do they all
see Alkalac in the same light? Do they all
think the same about AB or Hrithik
Roshan? He knew from the reams of re-
search data that there are different types of
consumers, they buy different brands at
different price points, and possibly for
different reasons.

So the couple on the ground floor of his
building may not have the same buying
pattern as another lady who lived in the
penthouse who had a foreigner for an
interior decorator.

Do we all think like Madhur and his wife,
who paint their dining area yellow so that
their days are bright? But then, his bed-
room was not pink like his friend's, his wife
painted it pink so that she could celebrate
Valentine's Day all year.

He stood up. The answer was with the
consumer: they will tell him how many
groups they are divided into, and why they
do what they do.

So should he ask Vineeta to call in a re-
search company to figure out the answers?
What new stuff would they tell her this
time? They would probably talk about the
the outcomes based on the research car-
ried out on the same focus groups -
housewives who take time out between

their chores in the afternoons, or their tired
husbands who visit the research venue for
a cup of tea and some sandwiches before
catching the next bus home.

This time he and Vineeta would talk to
their consumers directly, rather listen to
what they have to say at their newly-
opened Alkalac Home Stores, that stocks
not only paints but also tiles and other
home accessories.

Maybe they would even visit some
houses that are being painted. Better still,
they would visit the construction sites
of the houses, have a chat with their
prospective consumers, and find out what
is it that they look for when they plan to
paint their houses.

Madhur would not ask them about price
or shades, or other such details about the
paint. But he would ask them why they
chose a particular time to get their house
painted, how fastidious they are about the
brand of the paint they eventually decide

If the decision was in
AB's favour, Madhur

would be able to assess
bener whether he should

be used as a power brand
or a seasoned actor, or a
60-year-old experienced

professional, or simply as
VUay, a role AB essayed
numerous times on the

silver screen

on. Or is it that they want to paint their
home with their dreams in different hues
- almost wishing them to come true by
surrounding themselves with it.

He felt really good. Once he had this in-
formation, the key to the consumer's mind,
he would then know whether he should
use AB or Hrithik Roshan, or just ordinary
people to advertise his product.

Ifthe decision was in AB's favour, Mad-
hur would be able to assess better whether
he should be used as a power brand or a
seasoned actor, or a 60-year-old experi-
enced professional, or simply as Vijay, a
role AB essayed numerous times on the
silver screen. He would then clearly know
what he wanted AB to convey to the con-
sumer. Is it his stature, wisdom, style, pop-
ularity, or an impact ofiasting power?

Madhur walked back home at a brisk
pace, breaking into a jog as his eagerness
to get to office and put his plan into action
increased.

As he sat down to have breakfast, he
started to worry again, 'Is this plan too
simplistic?' Even their in-house consult-
ant Rao from the Indian Institute of Man-
agement had not suggested such a model.
So will it work?

His wife served him toast and tea, and
asked what the matter was. He decided to
consult her; after all, he himself was advo-
cating talking to the consumer.

"So which of the ABads do you like?" he
asked as the television showed yet an-
otherAB ad.

"Well some ads are simply entertaining,
but I don't remember what they are for.
After all, there are so many ads, and many
with ABfeaturing in them. Some are plain
stupid, even withAB in it.

"I like the ones that make me smile, or
make me think that 'yes of course, even I
feel this way'. I love Cadbury's chocolate
ad which featuresAB with the little kid; it is
so close to real life."

Madhur smiled, the consumer had
finally spoken. •



------------- .•.....•----------------
"Today's heroes, as triggers for products, have redefined success. It's
a change from pursuit of integrity itself as the definition of success to
being able to appear on page 3 as the definition of success," says
Dr Achal Bhagat in a discussion on 'why heroes' with Meera Seth.

Meera Seth: Now that we have been through the de-
bates and comments, Achal, I want to probe the
psyche of people and organisations to under-
stand their need for idol worshipping. OK,so we
all need a hero, an idol- be it in our personal
lives, be it in the workplace. And we have always
looked for a hero at different stages of our lives.
Some of us vocalise that, some of us don't. Why
do we need a hero?
Acha1: We all need heroes. We idolise our heroes.
We build our heroes in our mind. We demolish our
heroes in our minds. Our heroes provide us a frame-
work of values for life. Our heroes give us a justification for
actions. They provide us our goals and dreams, and they express
our resentment and our anger. We live our lives through our he-
roes. We think they have a unique, special relationship with us.
They are ours, we can talk to them in our mind and we think we can
change them. We think we are they, and they are we. There are no
boundaries, no differences, and no secrets. There is complete reso-
nance. Thus, there is no single explanation for questions about
why we need heroes. We need heroes to survive our flaws.

Martin Luther were relevant to a different time. So ifwe
have allowed time to negotiate heroism, are we de-

teriorating as a people? Because it clearly means
that we are worshipping different values. There-
fore, I need a flawless hero when my society is
insecure. Yet once material comfort has been
attained, I seek a hero who justifies my material
pursuits as against the earlier one who justified

my pursuit of social security and freedom.
Acha1: I do not think it is about a need for security

or a rationalisation of our actions that we seek. Our
choice of heroes is changing because the need to be

successful, whatever the cost, is becoming primary. Suc-
cess symbolises the ability to influence. An ability to sell. In the
past, heroes influenced others by their vision and ideas, here the
heroes are triggers for products. It is this change in the definition of
success. It is a change from pursuit of integrity itself as the defini-
tion of success to being able to appear on page 3 as the definition
of success. The reason the definition has changed is because the
opportunities for success were so limited once. Ahero who is 'pro-
ductised', is a hero who is built to be marketed. The Superman who
is made into a Barbie doll that carries the messages till the next
Christmas or Diwali, till a new doll is born/built.Meera: Madhur says that today, that mad, all-encompassing hero

adulation is missing. What aspect of our society defines a hero?
Rather, where does the hero definition commence? Can a society
have flawless heroes even if its leadership is flawed? Or do we cre-
ate heroes for different dreams of our lives, each completely differ-
ent from the other?
Acha1: We do not have a hero for all seasons. Heroes are spe-
cialised. So when Gandhi was a national hero, there was Sub has
Bose who was a hero too. While Gandhi was a hero. Godse was seen
as a hero by some.

But only some heroes survive across time epochs, across cul-
tures. across audiences. These heroes say something more to us.
They provide us something even more primary and important
than ourselves. They provide the reason for human life. not just a
reason for our life. These heroes are not born everyday. These he-
roes are not heroes because of their skill to do something. They
provide a direction to our thought about life.They are not philoso-
phers; they live a philosophy. From Majnu to Mahatma. they do
not just do something ... they bel

Is it possible to have heroes in a vacuum of values? Can you
have a hero with flaws? In a society where lack of values is a
norm. I think we overlook obvious flaws to make heroes. So be-
ing in a jail for alleged anti-national activities does not stop you
from being a well-muscled doctor. But we know fully well that
we will discover flaws in the hero of today. tomorrow. We build
heroes to demolish them. We put them on a pedestal and know
we will devalue them. What has changed is that we accept the
transitory nature of our heroes.

Meera: M.D. Divakar says flawless heroes like Gandhi. Kennedy and

Meera: But herein lies the paradox. How does Amitabh Bachchan
become the universal hero across all socio-economic sections?
From the driver who wants economic liberation to a vice-presi-
dent who wants power. ABseems to be God. Clearly. therefore. it is
not the person AB. but the variety of values he portrays, and be-
comes the owner of.
Acha1: There are two Amitabh Bachchans and they are different.
The first isVijay, borne out of resonance with the society that he
lives in; a persona that evokes and expresses the frustration of all
the young; the neglected. thrown out child who has witnessed
the trauma and survived. This Amitabh is a hero. It is this
Amitabh who resonates the concerns of the times he portrays
that crosses all socio-cultural boundaries. His portrayal also jus-
tifies all means for the right end. Vijay is the anti-thesis of Ram
and Gandhi. yet they are similar. The oppressors lose the battle
in the end.

Then there is the Amitabh Bachchan who is the suave. re-
spectful congenial. a not-so-old man who is playful and polite.
He is only a marketing manager's product. The trick is that in this
role. Amitabh is seemingly playing himself. "Main Amitabh
Bachchan bol raha hoon." Not a hero trying to regain the edifice.
but the man reaching out. He has learned the new mantra, the
mantra of the page 3. be mystical and then let the people just
have a whiff of it. But this time he is not a hero. Amitabh knows it
too. He is in a hurry to en cash the brand lest he be forgotten.

Meera: Hmrn ... something there. Achal. OK.when Divakar says" I
am not looking for a national hero. but my guiding light ...•• it is
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shocking. He probably is voicing the feelings of a significant part of
this country. Why don't we want a national hero? Is our diversity
too much to unify on one hero? No doubt the East wants a Bhutia,
the South its Rajnikant, some say Hrithik Roshan, some want AB...
except for Bhutia, the rest are tinsel heroes. Are we happy living in
a dream sequence? Has reality become so unbearable that a na-
tional hero is impossible or undesirable?
Achal: There is a strong need for identity. Sourav gets the most ap-
plause from Eden Gardens. We accept the heroes nearest to our
identities. The national boundaries matter more when they are
seen as threatened. Then you have the heroes of Kargil. The reach
of media is also important. The local media creates its own local
icons. In the days of two channels, everyone on the Hum Log show
was a hero, Vinod Dua's opinion mattered and Dipika became a
Member of Parliament instead ofSita. Despite the saas-bahu dra-
mas, it is difficult to create such leadership cults now. There are
large pockets where the influences are so local that a national face
is irrelevant.

Meera: Apart from the apparent reasons, why do brands need he-
roes to sell? The enormity of this trend is more in India than any-
where else in the world. Are we gullible as consumers then? Or are
marketers incapable of producing heroic brands/products to start
with, hence the need to superimpose a personality onto the
brand? Wouldn't it be right to say that when your brand is inca-
pable of speaking for itself through its performance, you need a
hero to take its place?
Achal: The brand ambassadors in India are used in two con-
texts.One is an easy way to create product identification. But the
other important reason that is ignored is the need of the person
making a decision on the communication to be identified with the
brand. The decision maker generalises his/her own need (to be
with the brand) to what the consumer wants. The generalisation is

exaggerated but not completely inaccurate. As a culture, we want
to be seen and in the know of things. We stand around an accident
only to say we were there when it happened and we know the in-
side real story. Everyone seems to know 'an inside source'. Ifwe en-
counter the hero who sells soap to us, we do not think that the soap
is good for us. We think we are as good as the hero.
Meera: Nice. Soon we will see what the marketing and ad men
have to say about our need for idols. But now,listen to this: "Today
the magic is not there, TV has made heroes accessible, plus shows up
their flaws." When heroes were not so accessible, we attributed
more greatness to them through our imagination. And that imag-
ined greatness was loftier, was more value-driven. Today, great-
ness is not at all about values. but sensory appeal- good voice,
good looks, good smells, good feel. Why, even good taste. So is it
that abstract goodness is not valued anymore or. .. is the media in-
capable of expressing abstract goodness? After all, we are turning
into an incredibly media-driven" society. So is it media's incapabil-
ity or less bang for the buck? Is it that values don't sell or values
don't pay? Therefore, heroes are built and broken by the media, by
its standards. Its standards are derived from revenue earning capa-
bility. Take this argument to its idiotic conclusion: that is a hero
which pays. And thus we come to worship lesser gods.
Achal: Media has a need to create newness. A dated look, a dated
comment and a dated hero do not sell. A hero who changes the
language and hairstyle survives. Or the hero who owns a television
channel survives. No television channel will let a hero look bigger
than themselves. It will take Amartya Sen on a walk, it will make
A.R. Rehman sit and respond to some inconsequential questions
fromSimi.

All these heroes are greater than the media that uses them, but
through the process of using them, it will diminish them. The need
to catch the right turn of the phrase and the right angle of the cam-
era will diminish the hero to their presentation skills, rather then
their thought.

Meera: Dreadful! Now look at our managers in the case study; Di-
vakar the MD thinks we don't need a national hero. That's the
company leadership speaking. The same man also says faultless
heroes like Gandhi were relevant to a different time. Today's heroes
are more relevant with their flaws, he adds. Is Divakar representa-
tive of all our leadership - corporate, social, political, economi-
cal .... who are willing to settle for less than perfect? Have we given
up striving, as a people? Worse, is this exemplary of our' chalta
hat attitude?
Achal: In the narrow sense of the corporate leadership, I do not
think heroes are hierarchical. I think heroes are those who can
align themselves to the vision of the corporate and take others
along with them. But can corporates make real heroes? Heroes
who are valued by their societies, not just their employees or
shareholders? The answer is yes ... but. We have moved away
from the chalta hai attitude in the quality we expect from prod-
ucts and services, but we have not got overly concerned how
that quality is achieved. As long as we get to see a good-quality
pirated film in the first week on DVD,we do not really care that it
is pirated.

We thrive in a framework of relative values. When there are rel-
ative values, the heroes cannot be absolute. The answer is yes, we
can build heroes, but a framework of absolute values is important
- integrity, diversity and participation in the growth of people are
key. Businesses that build themselves around their communities
with these values will have heroes. Businesses that only sell do not
become heroes. -



--------------------------~~-----------------------------
Having seen the human psychological inclinations for heroes
and idols, let us now see how marketers use these insights to
peddle their goods to the human as a consumer. Subhabrata 'SG'
Ghosh in a discussion with Meera Seth.

Meera Seth: Madhur wonders who are our heroes to-
day.As a child he was shown Ram, Krishna, Gandhi
and Nehru, whose pictures adorned the walls,
whose acts were narrated with passion by his
parents. For Smaran, his son, however, you
were a hero if your picture was used to sell
something! Isn't that a question that most mar-
keters are grappling with? Who are our heroes
today?
Subhabrata Ghosh: In a country like India, with
its inherent differences and contradictions, the
fight for independence was a great cause of unity in
the country, not only politically but also socially. The
struggle for independence marked almost two centuries of great
changes in the mental make up of our country. There was cause,
there were ideals, there was ideation and there were people who
fearlessly fought for them against all odds. Their heroic deeds be-
came the stuff of folklore, myths and legends. It created desire
amongst people to follow them because they ignited the fantasy
of freedom from oppressive rule of an outsider. Society clearly
saw the difference between the villain and the hero. The univer-
sality of the villain created the universality of the hero.

There is a remarkable similarity in society between the pre-
British and post independent 21st century Indian society. With in-
creasing fragmentation and blurring of lines between what soci-
ety accepts as good and evil, one section of society is constantly
redefining the limits of indulgence while the other suffers in de-
pravity. The media is eulogising the indulgence while shunning
the depravity. Eulogies of the compelling forces make far more ap-
petising consumption for the indulgent.

Indulgence creates more individualism than collectivism. It is
driven by wants and therefore motivated by the 'self' - the
'aham'. If the ego-self becomes the only cause, that sounds the
death knell for ideas and idealism, which by definition means sac-
rificing the ego-self for the collective.

This mental frame is perhaps contradictory to the universality
of the classic definition of heroes. The half-life oftoday's heroes is
so short that one might be tempted to classify them as fads. Be-
cause one of the qualities of this classical definition of heroes is
based on the propagation of myths, legends and the degree of in-
timacy with the heroics of the hero and an almost sensual appeal
of his/ her presence in everyday life. More importantly, all these
qualities were linked to a universality which touched everyone.

So when we ask the question who our heroes are, we must ask
what is the most important cause that we have. Is it indulgence
for, by and of the self, for one section of society and freedom from
depravation by whatever means for the other section of society?
And who are the ambassadors of this indulgence? Of course, it's
the film stars and the cricketers. What act of heroism do they
stand for? Or what cause are they fighting for?

To the other section of society, it is the Pappu Yadav, the late
Veerappan, and Telgis of this world who are the heroes. They beat

depravation! They have more myths, legends sur-
rounding them. They have more intimacy with

their constituency. So when it comes to choosing
their heroes, the film stars lose to them in elec-
tions. Are we surprised that these heroes repre-
sent them in Parliament? We should also be
thankful to the media for changing the defini-
tion of heroes. More column centimetres will

be devoted to public and private lives of aaj ka
heroes than those hopeless souls who will sacri-

fice everything they have for simple pursuits like
health, education, environment and other basic hu-

man necessities. So one can understand why marketers
haven't had it so good, ever. The social model for their business is
based on indulgence. Change your car every year. Change your
wardrobe every season. Change your look every birthday! So is it
strange that in almost every category, either a cricket or a film star
or for those pitifully stingy or 'have not' marketers, a white body
or a well-known model will also do. Some have even pulled out
DJs and Vls from the bottom of the barrel. Grapple?

Marketers never had it so good.

Meera: The case says: "Today's heroes are more credible with their
flaws, more human, more attainable. Consumers need
heroes who connect with their daily lives." So is it the intention of
marketing to also look at the star beyond the screen?
If not, how does a star connect with the consumer's daily
life? How has this change come about in the Indian public - from
the days of Rajesh Khanna worship to Bachchan credibility?
SG: The decision of a marketer to sign on a star is based on the
value of the star that can be transferred to the brand. Given the
fact that all aspects of a star's life are always under the media mi-
croscope, the star's personality and value in the consumer's mind
is a combination of his/her reel life and real life. Quite obviously
the star's performance in his/her field of expertise grossly over-
shadows everything else.

We live in a world of similar products. The age of old values of
attributes, benefits, source and manufacturing process and usage
related differentiating factors have been completely equalised.
Marketers therefore, are scrambling to find differentiation on the
basis of emotional relationships with consumers. The role that a
star plays is to find a way to bridge the gap between brands and
consumers. The first level of connect is based on similarity of the
star persona with the consumers, familiarity of the star with con-
sumers and his/her credibility. To give an example, if a star is
known for down to earth mass appeal, it will be foolish on part of
the marketer to associate with a niche, sophisticated, fashionable
brand.

At the second level, the connection with consumers comes
with the power of association. The image of a star in the con-
sumer's mind is linked to the consumer's emotional state. These
connections are either associative or compensatory in nature. For
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example, a woman might use a brand of cosmetic because she plied a million times. Starting from the internet to 'phoren prod-
values the recommendation of a star. The recommendation im- ucts', to products of conspicuous consumption are all an arm's
pacts on her because of the way she relates to the star. On the length away from the consumer. As a result, the half life of a star
other hand, if a star is known for macho ness, brands endorsed by appeal has reduced to his/her performance on a single film or a
the star get layered with the macho personality dimensions in the single match, and we are willing to confine them to a dustbin if
consumer's mind. So, when the consumer needs to express his they do not live up to our expectations.
mare ness, he finds it convenient or even desirable to use brands Amitabh Bachchan has transcended this phenomenon. He is
that use a macho star. As consumers become more and more ma- constantly re-inventing himself. His adoption and adaptation for
ture and markets develop with offers of products which are more the small screen through Kaun Banega Crorepati and advertising
sophisticated in style and design, marketers tend to get the star to has added to the myths and legends that surround him. His un-
adopt these products much before the consumer does because of questionable acting talent is not demonstrated through his old
the trickle-down phenomenon of adoption. The fashion space films but a clutch of new ones. His ability to constantly remain in
abounds with examples of these. This also results in continuous the news overshadowing almost everyone has helped to con-
fragmentation of appeals that the stars can represent. stantly renew his appeal. The huge respect that he commands

On the other end of the scale, as consumers' experience in also emanates from his larger than life persona outside the reel
various categories grow and mature, the consumer learns to eval- life. This is what stature is all about. The combination oflove and
uate at a more rational level the advantages and disadvantages of respect is what builds stature. Because we value the stature, cred-
brands. It is in this phase of a brand's life that questions like credi - ibility becomes a subset of that acceptance. Look at the towering
bility often creeps up. So a star's value and his/her ability to con- figures of public life across the world: Mahatma Gandhi, Martin
nect with consumers needs to be measured on two scales: Luther King, Nelson Mandela, and Mother Teresa. It is their

l.What is the extent oflove that a consumer has for the star? stature that has dwarfed our ability to question them. Aren't we
2.What is the respect they have for the star? seeing the same phenomenon happening on a micro scale even
Without respect, the star is often converted to a fad and with- in the corporate life? Media is also aiding, building that stature. So

out love a star's appeal can never transcend beyond the mundane. you have corporate stars like Narayana Murthy, Azim Premji, Venu .
At a point in time when Rajesh Khanna was a star, was also the Srinivasan or even a B.Y.R.Subbu and Jagdish Khattar.

time when we lived in an era of rationing. The consumer's desire Meera: "The yesteryears were magical because we were innocent.
was therefore controlled by almost a fatalistic appreciation of our Webought what we saw; we did not dissect it; we weren't cynical. "If
standard of living. We therefore lived through stars like Rajesh cynicism has crept into society, does it mean both brands and he-
Khanna, in a world of fantasy for the brief moments that we saw roes have to constantly keep proving themselves? What are the
him. As a result, he almost had a demi-god status in our minds. brands/heroes which may have survived this cynicism?
His hair-style, his mannerism, his dialogues, his clothes, his ro- Bachchan, Dettol and Mysore Sandal Soap have remained un-
mances were the only avenues through which we could fantasise shaken for decades. What has worked for them?
a better existence. He therefore, represented the expressive needs SG: I don't think cynicism has crept into society. Consumers have
of millions. Today, the avenues of those expressions have multi- become much more experienced and discerning. Yesterdays'

,...-----'...------...,.." truths have become today's hearsays.
From a society deprived of modernity, we
have moved to choices of plenty. Basic
product features and their benefits have
become tables takes. Consumers have
transcended rational reason to buy. Emo-
tions have now become decision drivers.
Relationships have become differentia-
tors. Brand ability to constantly renew
those relationships is determining their
longevity. Bachchan, Amul, Bournvita,
Dett~l, Mysore Sandal have not only been
able to renew those relationships but
nurtured it enough to make it grow.
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Meera: This 'scarcity' worked on psyches
and enabled the creation of romance
with a star, which probably filled the gaps
left by a scarce economy. This scarcity
worked in all areas - economic, political,
social- and hence we needed a hero to
lead us to a situation of abundance, avail-
ability, possibility. How do we identify a
hero? Is a hero necessarily a star who has
attained credibility in another area?What
about Lalitaji? She was the prime hero of
the VFM (value-for-money) buying habit.
She was built for the brand and worked



--------------------------~~~----------------------------
for the brand. Now that the brand has downsized Lalitaji, is her
heroism irrelevant? So is the life cycle of a hero pegged to the rele-
vance of an attribute to a time context?
SG: We use the words hero, star or celebrity almost interchange-
ably. Fortunately they have exclusive meanings in the concise Ox-
ford Dictionary. Heroes are recognised by their heroic acts in real
life. Those acts inspire folklore, myths and legends. They are
transmitted from one generation to the other. Stars are created by
and survive on performances. Why do we think of stars only in
films or the sports arena? They rarely survive a generation. Be-
cause the ability to perform is limited by their life in the arena. It is
only when those personalities become the reference standard for
performance, they transcend the limitation of stardom, to acquire
the stature of a hero. The transformation happens in the mind of
the public perhaps from acknowledgment of stardom to owner-
ship of the hero.

Was Lalitaji a real hero of the VFM buying habit or was she the
public legitimisation and acknowledgment of consumers becom-
ing more discerning because of more choices? If she was a real
hero, she would have weaned consumers away from Nirma. Isn't
it a fact that Nirma forced other manufacturers to respect the con-
sumer demand for better value products and launch lower priced
detergents?

Ahero creates loyalty beyond reason. Does Lalitaji fit that def-
inition?

Meera: Agreed, Lalitaji was not intended to be a hero, she was an
icon of the VFM concept. But to say that she would have weaned
consumers away from Nirma is overstretching the point. As an
icon, her role was attached to Surf, not to Nirma. So she, at best,
prevented departures from Surf to Nirma. She could not have
worked for Nirma and weaned Nirma's consumers. Mind you, she
was Surf's icon, not Nirma's. I think her role was clear: to explain
to the Surf user why Surf ki khariddari mein jyaada samajdari hai.
It was addressing Surf users who may have been on the fence. Her
role was not meant to put Nirma to shame, but to create loyalty
among the Surf users, prevent them from leaving the fold. And I
think, that she achieved tremendously. But what she also did un-
wittingly was endorse the consumer voice that demanded VFM,
which, thus, also made way for the birth of Wheel, Ghadi, Chavi,
etc. To that extent, she created a loyalty to the VFM concept. Plus
in an obtuse way, she paved the road for the Rin ethos.

SG: Lalitaji does not represent Surf. She represented what al-
ways existed in the marketplace. She represented consumer
voice. She represents the feeling that consumer wants betterVFM.
Surf only exploited that feeling by trying to position itself as aVFM
brand in spite of the fact that it was always
perceived to be a premium product. So in ef-
fect, Lalitajiwas the contradiction that came
into Surf's life: here was a brand that you
drove in the consumer's head as a premium
product by underpinning it with products
like Sunlight, which is a HLL brand below
Surf. Then you further accentuate the con-
tradiction by launching Wheel underneath
it. How do you expect the consumer to re-
spect Lalitaji as the voice of Surf? She contra-
dicted what Surf stood for. The launch of
Wheel put Lalitajis' iconism to doubt.

Meera: Fair. Let's move on to what M.D.
Divakar has to say: "Do we need a hero today?
If yes, what is the kind of hero we are seeking?

I think the quest today is more personal; I am not lookingfor a na-
tional hero, but my guiding light." Perhaps only Bachchan has
served as a guiding light. His campaign for Cadbury's after the
contamination fiasco worked for the brand to build credibility in a
short span of time. He was, in a sense, the guiding light for people
to go back to Cadbury's and eagerly forget the contamination alle-
gations.

For a hero or a brand to become a guiding light, it takes years
of consistent success in all aspects. Both Bachchan and Cadbury
have been such heroes. But do corporates/potential heroes have
that kind of patience today to build long term credibility? Who are
the heroes of today who will become the icons of tomorrow?
SG: Why will corp orates not have the patience? If they understand
brands are like plants, start with a super seed - a great idea, nur-
ture the idea with passion, love, care and the best inputs consis-
tently. Protect it from everything that can stand its growth. Keep it
free from personal anxieties and allow it to find its natural expres-
sions so that it connects with its environment. Any tree discon-
nected with its environment simply dies. When the tree is in full
bloom, it's a source of pure joy to its environment. Brands too
need the same commitment of love, care and the right inputs. It
needs to be built with the same respect and awareness of its envi-
ronment. Its biggest enemies are our own anxieties, fears and lack
of understanding of its environment. The biggest detriments to its
growth are the lack of understanding of its relationships with peo-
ple. The understanding that relationships always live in the 'pres-
ent-continuous' tense and it constantly needs the patience to
nurture. Is this very difficult to understand?What is difficult to un-
derstand is what comes in the way! So who are the heroes who will
become icons oftomorrow?Who are the heroes who are worthy of
veneration? Only those who have a big idea that creates a positive
new culture. A culture that suddenly creates a new freedom to ex-
press our emotions in a unique way.

Meera: Today, most brands use icons and idols, maybe to express
heroic attributes. Is it to express only heroic attributes or human
attributes? Heroism today is scarce due to consumer cynicism.
What are consumers turned on by today - superhuman stunts
on bikes or a simple slice of life that they can identify with? Has
the definition of heroism changed today? So which ad reached
home better/faster: the Raymond Man kind of ads with its accent
on slice of life, or the stars based chattering of the cola ads?
SG: I have said before, rational product stories are tables takes.
Brands can only be built if they make strong and consistent
emotional connects with its target. To make those connects,
brands need to have insights about human behaviour and playa

role in our lives. If the role of a brand is to be
a constant source of energy and excitement
and if stars can add to that role in a mean-
ingfu~ way, then it makes sense. The Ray-
mond Man is an example of differentiation
based on people, their attitudes and behav-
iour. It makes connections with the emo-
tions of a man as a father, husband, student
and as an individual. It places the brand in
the context of love - the most powerful
emotion. It does it consistently across all
the emotional connects of a man's life. If we
believe emotions create action and rational
reasons only justify them, then stronger the
emotion generated by communication,
better the communication works. So does
the Raymond ad work better than mindless

Amitabh Bachchan's
campaign for Cadbury's
after the contamination

fiasco worked for
the brand to build

credibility in
a short span of time
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Meera: To my mind, you can do this cleverly
by aligning the spirit of the brand to the
product, or by using a celebrity because it
ensures that people will notice you, and
hopefully remember what the brand is say-
ing. Can we cut through the clutter and sim-
ply say - a celebrity ensures that the brand
is noticed? And there is nothing more to it?
SG: The first rule of noticeability is engage-
ment. For people to notice anything, it
needs to engage at least one of our five sen-
ses. When we want noticeablity in a clutter,
that engagement must have a surprising qu-
ality. Brands that use a celebrity only to cut
through clutter only enhance the noticeabil-
ity of the star and not the brand. But if the
star highlights the spirit of the brand thro-

ugh a unique idea, that's when the consumer becomes engaged to
the brand. If that engagement links itself to the consumer's life,
then the consumer has a reason to allow it space in the mind.

In using products
endorsed by a

celebrity, people get
a IiUle bit eXIra in
terms 01 imagery,

aspiration and
entertainment

Meera: We want those imperfections in our
heroes because we need to feel good about
ourselves. We want icons who reflect that
confidence in being imperfect! How has
heroism moved from perfection to confi-
dence in being imperfect?
SG:Heroes are epitomes of people's love and
respect. They are idolised for the values they
represent. We love and respect them be-
cause we cherish those values. We idolise
them because they help us imagine and fan-
tasise about who we want to be. In an age
where idealism has given way to pragma-
tism, we accept heroes as human and not
demi-god who had to be pure and pristine.
Aren't we seeing that night across the spectrum of life from repre-
sentatives to leaders to stars, to heroes to icons?

Meera: When we had real heroes, we accepted them as a package.
Then even flaws were not visible because heroism itself stood for
particular things like bravery, boldness, cleverness, ability to con-
quer. What about ordinary characters like Sunil babu and Lalitaji,
who stand for the human without any perceptible greatness in a
consumer? Like Paresh Rawal in the Domino's ad trying to get a
pizza free - and yet, the ad catches attention and communicates
the message. What about heroes among us? The Sumo Victa ad
talks of individual, unsung achievements and the values of peo-
ple, ordinary people. So are we moving on to an era where the
message is the ordinary hero as against the celebrity?
SG: What do people in all these ads connect with? The message,
the characters or the idea? The reason why they connect with
those ideas are because the ideas came from an insight. We often
confuse an insight with a universally relevant truth. An insight is
about a significant truth in a category, a brand, its consumers and
it's context of usage. The Sunil babu, the Paresh Rawals are tools in
execution of that idea in a memorable way so that the idea is
hooked in the mind.

Meera: Heroes should not be so real; an amount of mysticism is
necessary for them to remain heroes. Does this apply to brands
too? A number of brands are now trying to touch the consumer
directly through services. Does this remove the mystique from
the brand? What will this result in?
SG: The ultimate dream of any brand is to build loyalty beyond
reason. That happens when the ownership of the brand is taken
over by consumers. The job of a company then is to simply protect
and grow that ownership. What makes it grow? Intimacy, mystery
and sensuality. Legends, myths and folklore. When we think of
service, think of how far we are willing to go.

I am reminded of an incident narrated by a friend. He had
walked into a Harley Davidson store to buy a particular HOG key
ring. They didn't have it in stock. But the salesman promised to get
one for him. My friend got a knock on his hotel door late that
night. There was a guy from Harley, he had ridden 100 miles plus
to fetch the key chain from a store located in the next town. Com-
pletely embarrassed, my friend shook his head in disbelief. The
salesman simply said he could not but do it for a Harley Davidson
fan! Does this add to the mystique of the brand? The question that
marketers need to ask is: "how much do you love your consumer"?
How can you get you don't give it?P,~'V"f:."'--1A~
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Meera: The case says: "Exactly, because brands are not powerful,
consumers are not looking at them. So we try and transfuse AB's
glory on them. Which is why every brand wants to get him." Has AB
reached a stage of overconsumption? When a celebrity is dished
out too many times, what is the effect on the celebrity as well as
the endorsed brands?
SG: People want to use AB because he cuts through media, has a
relationship with the consumer and a stature that makes the con-
sumer believe in the message. Today, it's not only overconsump-
tion; I'd say it is also meaningless utilisation of AB by marketers
and advertisers. AB is one of the biggest brands in the country,
and today this brand has become bland in the advertising world
because he endorses any and every kind of brand. He lost rele-
vance and robbed the consumer of the power to differentiate be-
tween one AB ad and the other AB ad. It affects both the celebrity
and the brand. Isn't ABallowing himself to be commoditised? Isn't
he becoming a classic case of brands that stand for nothing and
fall for everything?

Meera: But yes, at a subliminal level an association occurs - the
attributes of one rub off on to the other. That is why you wouldn't
use a Prem Chopra to sell ICICIf Is celebrity endorsement a sub-
liminal pull? Today we have Asian Paints with Saif Ali Khan as an
endorser and Nerolac Paints with Bachchan. Is this then, a clash
of celebrities or brands? How do we determine a winner in this?
What happens to factors like execution, novelty of ad, existing
brand equity, etc .?
SG: One of the most powerful drivers of human behaviour is the
desire to reproduce and to reproduce 'successfully' In pursuing
this end, I believe that, subliminally, many men and women seek
to mate with the most successful, desirable or powerful person
they can within their peer group and ideally beyond it. In using
products endorsed by a celebrity, people get a little bit extra in
terms of imagery, aspiration and entertainment, and this is often
just enough to tip the balance in favour of one brand instead of its
competitors on the supermarket shelf.

Any brand or celebrity can clash with any other, but to me, the
winner is solely somebody who wins the heart and the head of the
consumer. And when the consumer is in love, analysing the execu-
tion of an ad or measuring the equity of some other is the least of
his priorities. r" •"'3330
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